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Abstract
Air pollution from diesel combustion is a well-known and serious problem which
adversely impacts human and environmental health throughout the world. One
of the primary pollutants of concern from diesel combustion are the solid
particles formed as a byproduct of the incomplete combustion of the diesel, also
known as diesel particulate matter. As a result of the ubiquitous use of dieselfired engines in urban environments, understanding the transport of diesel
particulate matter from the exhaust is paramount in assessing human exposure
to this toxic pollutant. Air dispersion modeling is one method to study how diesel
particulate matter is transported and where the greatest risk of exposure can be
found.
Emissions of diesel particulate matter were modeled for the Portland
metropolitan area by the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ)
using the CALPUFF model. Diesel particulate matter was modeled in 2005
(PATA) and again in 2012 (PATS) by the DEQ. The purpose of this study is to
update and enhance the model framework from these two studies to improve the
current understanding of exposure to diesel particulate matter in the Portland
area. Updates to the model framework include the implementation of a more
current meteorological dataset and emissions inventory, and enhancements
include using a higher resolution meteorology, and the addition of a new source
category, truck distribution centers.
Model concentrations from this study underwent a quality assurance (QA) and
validation process using ambient monitored black carbon data from monitors in
the Portland area. Results of the QA and validation process showed that the
enhancements made for this study resulted in modeled concentrations that
aligned closer to the monitored concentrations relative to the 2005 and 2012
studies. Using the updates to the model framework from this study, the DEQ can
continue to develop future iterations of the PATS study to better understand
diesel particulate matter exposure in the Portland area.
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1. Introduction
Problem Statement

Diesel particulate matter (Diesel PM), that makes up from 15 to 20% of
particulate matter less than 2.5 microns in aerodynamic diameter (PM2.5) (Jaffe
et al., 2014), is a much studied, yet often misunderstood toxic air pollutant (TAP)
that has well documented significant adverse acute and chronic health
impacts.(Hua et al., 2014; Lewtas, 2007; Matter & Birth, 2015) Epidemiological
studies (Sarkodie et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2020) have found that elevated
concentrations of PM2.5 are associated with a decreased life expectancy and an
increase in various types of cancers. Studies from (McCubbin & Delucchi, 1999)
and (Zielinska et al., 2004) found that a diesel particulate is anywhere from 10- to
2,000-times more powerful a health risk than the gases found in vehicle exhaust
and that diesel exhaust is characterized as being over 100 times more toxic than
gasoline exhaust. (G. Oberdörster, 2000) concludes that diesel PM poses a cancer
risk greater than that of any other air pollutant, as well as causing other shortand long-term health problems.
As these and other epidemiological studies have shown, diesel PM is a pollutant
of concern that has unequivocal adverse health impacts to human life. As such,
it’s imperative that air quality researchers and regulatory agencies improve their
understanding of how diesel PM is emitted (i.e., released into the atmosphere)
and how atmospheric dispersion and deposition come into play with the
transport of this dangerous pollutant.
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As will be discussed later in this report, the chemical and physical makeup of
diesel PM can vary depending on numerous factors, thus making monitoring
and/or modeling the pollutant on a local or state-wide scale extremely difficult.
Ambient concentrations of Diesel PM are marginally regulated on the federal
level, with only some states (e.g., Oregon, California) choosing to regulate the
TAP in any capacity. Further, diesel PM is exclusively emitted from diesel-fired
engines, which, with the exception of backup power generators, are used
primarily with on- and off-road mobile vehicles and are not associated with
stationary sources that are more heavily influenced by state and federal
regulators.
One of the more prominent regulations regarding diesel PM is the “Warehouse
Indirect Source Rule” (warehouse ISR) implemented by the South Coast Air
Quality Management District (South Coast AQMD) in May of 2021. The
warehouse ISR “requires warehouses greater than 100,000 square feet to directly
reduce nitrogen oxide [NOX] and diesel PM emissions, or to otherwise facilitate
emissions and exposure reductions of these pollutants in nearby communities.”
(Whitaker et al., 2021) The warehouse ISR is somewhat unique as it specifically
targets the impacts of diesel PM (in addition to NOX) specifically from heavy-duty
trucks.
As a result of diesel PM remaining largely unregulated, there are no air quality
standards that must be met and ambient concentrations at the neighborhood
level are largely unknown and are speculative at best. As described by (George,
Linda A, et. al., 2019) diesel pollution is a very localized problem, particularly in
2

urban environments due to the nature of diesel engine sources (i.e., on- and offroad mobile vehicles) and micro-meteorological environments.
In the PATA and PATS studies, the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality
(DEQ) attempted to chip away at the level of unknown by modeling diesel PM as
part of a larger effort to understand the regional distribution that 19 organic and
inorganic TAPs have in neighborhoods around the Portland metropolitan area
(DEQ, 2012). On- and off-road mobile sources, industrial stationary sources, and
residential sources were all modeled using CALPUFF, a Lagrangian puff
dispersion model, for an area encompassing the greater Portland metro area. The
19 TAPs were chosen based on monitoring or U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) modeling data1 that showed concentrations of each of these TAPs
were at or near their Oregon ambient benchmark concentration (ABCs). An
ambient benchmark concentration is defined in Oregon Administrative Rule
(OAR) 340-246-0030(2) as
“The concentration of an air toxic in outdoor air that would result in an excess lifetime
cancer risk level of one-in-a-million (i.e., one out of 1,000,000) or a non-cancer hazard
quotient of one.”

Hazard Quotient is defined in OAR 340-246-0030(3) as
“The ratio of the potential exposure to a single air toxic to the reference concentration
for that pollutant. If the hazard quotient is calculated to be less than or equal to 1, then

2002 National-Scale Air Toxics Assessment (EPA, 2002)
https://archive.epa.gov/nata2002/web/html/methods.html
1

3

no adverse health effects are expected as a result of exposure. If the hazard quotient is
greater than 1, then adverse health effects are possible.”

The Oregon ABCs were developed based on a 2017 review conducted by the Air
Toxics Science Advisory Committee (ATSAC) and promulgated into rule by the
Oregon Environmental Quality Commission (EQC) in 2018.
In 2005, the modeling was performed as part of the Portland Air Toxics
Assessment (PATA), and then again in 2010 as part of the Portland Air Toxics
Solutions (PATS). As a whole, both projects were created to work with local
communities to develop an air toxics reduction plan for the Portland region
(DEQ, 2012). As was shown in the PATS modeling assessment, annually averaged
concentrations throughput most of the entire Portland metro area exceeded the
Oregon ABC for diesel PM2, and in some cases, were greater than ten times the
ABC. Concentrations for diesel PM from the PATS modeling effort are shown in
Figure 1.

2

0.1 micrograms per cubic meter (µg/m3) as identified in OAR 340-246-0090(3)(r).
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Figure 1 Diesel Particulate Matter 2017 Modeled concentrations as compared to the benchmark
concentration, Figure 44 (DEQ, 2012)

It was concluded that in order to meet the Oregon ABC, on average, diesel PM
emissions would need to be reduced by approximately 86%. (DEQ, 2012)

What is Diesel PM?
Diesel PM in and of itself, is not a single pollutant with a uniform chemical
profile, but instead pertains to a class of particles ranging in aerodynamic
diameter from ultrafine (< 0.01 micrometers [µm]) to coarse (10 µm). Although
these particles are extremely small (about 1/25th the diameter of a human hair)
(See Figure 2), they have a large surface area relative to their mass, thus making
them an excellent medium for adsorbing other toxic components emitted from
the combustion process. (G. Oberdörster, 2000)

5

Figure 2: Size distribution and comparison of fine and ultra-fine particulates. source: DPM –
diesel particulate matter monitoring, Pinssar (May, 2021) [accessed on November 7, 2021]

As shown in Figure 3, diesel PM is made up of mostly highly agglomerated solid
carbonaceous materials, metals (e.g., hexavalent chromium, nickel, arsenic), and
volatile organic and sulfur compounds (Lapuerta et al., 2007). As the name
would suggest, diesel PM forms as a result of incomplete combustion from dieselfired engines (Kellyn S. Betts, 2011). The exact makeup of diesel PM is influenced
by things such as diesel engine type, operating conditions, fuel, lubricant oil, and
the addition of an emissions control system (Lin et al., 2006; Wallington et al.,
2006).

6

Figure 3: Chemical makeup of DPM. source: DPM – diesel particulate matter monitoring, Pinssar
(May, 2021) [accessed on November 7, 2021]

Engines combusting inhomogeneous air/fuel mixtures can produce soot and ash
from trace metals with their own toxic pollutant profiles. (Canto, 1997) In
addition, cerium and iron fuel additives used to catalyze diesel PM filter
regeneration (Vaaraslahti et al., 2004) become entrained into the soot. These
materials make up the solid soot component of diesel PM. As the exhaust exits
the engine and cools, organic material and sulfate condense into the soot, which
yields a solid and semi-volatile components.(Ristimäki et al., 2007) In addition to
this method of formation, the cooling exhaust from the engine will condense
resulting in semi-volatile nucleation producing a secondary, smaller diameter
diesel PM mode (De Filippo & Maricq, 2008). As the dispersion model that will
be used has a difficult time modeling the condensable process, this study will
focus on emitted diesel PM which forms using the former of these two methods.

7

Health Impacts
Diesel PM typically falls into the ultrafine size category of PM and emerging
literature (Ristovski et al., 2012) has shown that these compounds have a higher
toxicity as compared to larger particles on a per mass basis. Exposure to diesel
PM primarily occurs via inhalation, where the inhaled compounds deposit into
the human respiratory system through a number of mechanisms. As recent
studies (Ntziachristos et al., 2007; Günter Oberdörster et al., 2005) have shown,
the size of the particles plays the main role in dictating the physiological impacts,
with the respiratory deposition fraction increasing sharply and monotonically
with decreasing size. (Kreyling et al., 2006)
Acute inflammation of the lungs can result from exposure to elevated
concentrations of diesel PM, as the smaller size increases the ability of the
ultrafine particles to penetrate deeper into the lung tissue (Montoya et al., 2004).
Oxidative stress is also a well-known and understand characteristic of exposure
to diesel PM, with both impacts often being considered a coupled “synergistic
phenomenon” (Ristovski et al., 2012), therefore enhancing the adverse impacts
from inhalation. These impacts can range from mild headaches and throat
irritation to more severe impacts such as dizziness and nausea (States, 2003).
While acute exposure to diesel PM has mild to severe adverse health impacts,
prolonged chronic exposure can have dire consequences to human health. In
2012, the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC), a subclass of the
World Health Organization (WHO), officially classified diesel exhaust (including
diesel PM) as a Group 1 chemical or a substance that is a “known human
8

carcinogen.” This is an elevated level from the Group 2A3 status diesel exhaust
was originally given by the IARC in 1988. Literature reviews and research
conducted by the IARC to support the reclassification identified that there is
sufficient evidence diesel exhaust is a cause of lung cancer and that was a positive
association between chronic exposure to diesel PM and an increased risk of
bladder cancers (IARC, 2012). In fact, the evidence was so strong for the
causation of lung cancer, the Chairman of the IARC working group, Dr. Chris
Portier, publicly stated that
“The scientific evidence was compelling, and the working group’s conclusion was
unanimous: diesel engine exhaust causes lung cancer in humans.”

These results are not surprising given the toxic soup of organic and inorganic
compounds that can be found attached to the ultrafine particle. The elemental
fraction of diesel PM may contain highly toxic metal compounds (e.g., arsenic,
nickel) that have well known and studied carcinogenic and non-carcinogenic
adverse chronic impacts to human health. The organic fraction of diesel PM can
contain a set of well-known carcinogenic compounds referred to as polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). As diesel PM can contain the “who’s who” of
carcinogenic players, it’s no wonder the impacts from this toxic compound have
the potential to be devastating to human life.

3

Group 2A chemicals are considered “Probably carcinogenic to humans.”
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Project Purpose
Although the boundary conditions were originally prepared in 2005 and updated
in 2010, the model framework is robust enough such that I believe it can be used
to estimate diesel PM concentrations in the existing Portland metro environment.
With that in mind, however, there are updates that I believe could improve the
accuracy of the model such that it would be more representative of current
conditions.
The purpose of this project is to build upon the work conducted by the DEQ
during the PATA and PATS studies and update and enhance the dispersion
modeling effort used to estimate concentrations of diesel PM in the Portland
metro area. This project, working in partnership with the Oregon DEQ, intends to
update boundary conditions, model inputs, emissions inventories, and add an
additional source of diesel PM emissions, truck distribution centers, which was
not originally included in either the PATA or PATS projects.
By incorporating these changes, the hypothesis is that the modeled
concentrations will align more closely with modeled concentrations in and
around the Portland area. As will be discussed further in this report, a model
validation assessment using monitored data will be conducted to validate this
hypothesis. Monitoring DPM in a city given its spatial heterogeneity is difficult,
so improved modeling will be an effective way to understand and develop policy
to reduce the health impacts of diesel emissions.

10

2. Methods
The following sections highlights the methodologies used to conduct the
dispersion modeling of diesel PM in the Portland metro area, the updates made
to the previous PATA and PATS modeling efforts, and the quality assurance (QA)
and model validation procedures used to verify the results.

Dispersion Modeling
Air dispersion modeling was performed using the Lagrangian puff model,
CALPUFF, to simulate plume release and transport from the diesel PM sources in
the Portland metro area. CALPUFF was developed by Sigma Research
Corporation (SRC) as a regulatory tool for air dispersion modeling for the
California Air Resources Board (CARB). In simplest terms, a Lagrangian
dispersion model takes a quantitative emission rate of a given chemical emitted
from a source and tracks the plume or “puff” through time as it moves spatially
through a pre-determined modeling domain. The movement and transformation
of the puff is driven by micro- and meso-scale meteorology, which is dictated by
topography, atmospheric thermodynamics, and physical characteristics of the
chemical in transport. (Scire et al., 2000) defines CALPUFF as a multi-layer,
non-steady-state puff dispersion model that simulates the effects of time- and
space-varying meteorological conditions on pollution transport, transformation,
and removal.
The CALPUFF modeling system uses three main components to simulate the
dispersion of a given pollutant and arrive at a modeled concentration: CALMET,
CALPUFF, and CALPOST. The general configuration is presented in Figure 4.
11

Figure 4: Simplified overview of the program elements in the CALMET/CALPUFF modeling
system. Source: Scire et al., 2000

CALMET
CALMET is a diagnostic meteorological model that simulates hourly
meteorological conditions in a two- and three-dimensional gridded modeling
domain for a user-identified time period. Temperature and wind variables are
simulated in a three-dimensional gridded domain, while the other dispersion
properties such as mixing layer height and surface albedo are simulated in a twodimensional grid. The user specifies the height of the temperature and wind fields
in the three-dimensional grid which are to be simulated and how many levels
between the two should be included. The diagnostic wind field uses a two-step
approach for computation of the wind fields; Step 1 is an “initial-guess” wind field
which is adjusted taking into account kinematic effects of terrain, slope flows,
and terrain blocking effects, while step 2 is an objective analysis procedure that
12

introduces user-specified surface monitoring data to produce a final wind field.
(Douglas, 1988)
In order to simulate the two- and three-dimensional fields, a wide-range of raw
meteorological data is needed as input into CALMET. Monitored in-situ
meteorological data from surface stations is considered the standard, as it is often
readily available for most areas of the world and the data are of high quality due
to the main reason the stations are in operation (e.g., airport wind diagnostics).
As a part of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), the
National Weather Service (NWS) owns and operates over 900 automated surface
observation stations (ASOS) throughout the United States. The National Center
for Environmental Information’s (NCEI) oversees the assimilation and QA of
these data, thus increasing the confidence that they are of high standard for
modeling. State and local air pollution regulatory agencies often oversee their
own surface meteorological stations for regulatory purposes. These stations are
usually of similar quality as the ASOS stations and are often times in locations
that are closer to the modeled sources. Other privately-owned station data can be
used as inputs into CALMET; however, QA to verify that the datasets are
acceptable for modeling falls upon the user. In order for privately-owned station
data to be used for modeling, the station must undergo rigorous QA standards
implemented by the EPA.
As the surface stations typically only measure conditions up to 30 meters, and in
rare cases, 100 meters, in height, another source of data must be used for
simulating vertical structure conditions in the upper atmosphere. Radiosonde
13

measured data are the standard for diagnostic upper air meteorological data
needed for CALMET. Radiosondes are small, monitoring devices that are
attached to large balloons, “released” at the surface level and record and transmit
meteorological parameters at fixed-height increments as the instrument ascends
to the lower stratosphere. Upon reaching the high point (a pressure of 10
hectopascals [hPa]), the balloon deflates and drops back to the surface for
collection. Radiosondes collect wind speed and direction, temperature, dewpoint
depression and geopotential height at 16 mandatory pressure levels ranging from
1,000 hPa to 10hPa (World Meteorological Organization, 1983). The balloons are
released by national and international weather collection and analysis agencies
twice per day at prescribed times. In the case of the United States, these duties
fall to the NWS. Because of the technical nuances required, the locations where
radiosondes are released are much fewer and more spatially isolated relative to
where surface stations are located. There are currently 69 locations in the
conterminous United States where radiosonde balloons are released.
As would be expected, radiosonde data are invaluable for simulating upper air
atmospheric conditions for air dispersion modeling, including the use in
CALMET. Data measured at the lowest pressures (highest heights) are typically
more important for long-range pollution transport that near-field modeling, as is
what CALPUFF was used for in this research. Nevertheless, data from
radiosondes are required for CALMET in instances where no other upper
atmospheric data are available (e.g., prognostic meteorological data).
In the case of CALMET, prognostic meteorological data specifically refer to either

14

National Centers for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) mesoscale model 5 (MM5)
or Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) models. Both MM5 and WRF
models use similar mechanics for simulating the interaction between mesoscale
meteorology and surface terrain, however, WRF was initially developed as an
evolutionary successor to the MM5 model and incorporates current state-of-thescience atmospheric physics improvements (Lakes Environmental Software,
2021). WRF and MM5 model outputs are available for three gridded horizontal
resolutions: 12-, 4-, and 1-kilometers. Because prognostic meteorological data are
simulated for varying heights and spatial extents, they can be used by CALMET in
tandem with the diagnostic data (surface station and radiosonde) or on their
own, completely eliminating the need for monitored data.
CALMET also incorporates a geophysical processer module which uses userinput land use and terrain data to process physical surface characteristics of the
modeling domain. Using the terrain and land use datasets, the geophysical
processor incorporates surface elevations, land use categories, surface roughness
length, albedo, Bowen ratio, soil and anthropogenic heat fluctuations, and
vegetative leaf area index into the CALMET file. These variables are used by
CALMET to estimate surface dispersion parameters, which are directly used in
CALPUFF to simulate pollutant dispersion.

CALPUFF
As previously identified, CALPUFF is a Lagrangian puff model that simulates the
movement of a puff emitted from a source and follows it spatially and temporally
through a user-identified modeling domain. CALPUFF can simulate physical and
15

chemical changes to the puff based on meteorology, and decay- and depositioncoefficients supplied by the user, respectively. The puffs are followed until they
leave the modeling domain, decay into a negligible concentration, or settle onto
the surface. Concentrations for a modeled pollutant are simulated at user
identified points referred to as “receptors” placed within the modeling domain.
Receptors are placed within the modeling domain by the user and are typically
modeled at ground-level. Within the model, the total number of receptors can be
minimal or abundant as required, however, as concentrations are simulated for
each individual receptor at hourly intervals, the processing time can
exponentially increase as the number of receptors increases. CALPUFF simulates
the transport of the puff on an hourly basis for the period of meteorology
specified during the CALMET modeling phase.
CALPUFF can simulate emission releases from a wide-array of source types,
including point sources (e.g., exhaust stacks), volume sources (e.g., mobile
sources), area sources (e.g., road dust) and line sources (e.g., roadways), among
others. The user specifies release parameters, as well as the location for each
source in the model. Release parameters vary by source type, but typically include
the following: exhaust temperature, height above ground, release velocity,
directionality of release, and emission rate. Emission rates are user input
quantities that can be emitted as continuous or temporally variable rates
depending on the source. Standard boundary layer conditions for CALPUFF
allow the model to track up to 250,000 puffs at any one time, however, these
conditions can change based on user input. The output files from the CALPUFF
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model include hourly concentration or deposition fluxes simulated at each
receptor within the modeling domain.

CALPOST
CALPOST is a post-processing module and the third step in the CALPUFF
modeling system. CALPOST takes the output files from CALPUFF and
summarizes the results based on user specified conditions. Concentrations at
each receptor can be summarized based on varying averaging periods from onehour up to multi-year averaging periods. Additionally, CALPOST can be used to
calculate other variables such as light extinction for visibility assessments,
nitrogen and sulfur deposition, and nitrogen dioxide to total nitrogen oxide ratios
for regulatory use.
Other notable modules in the CALPUFF modeling system that are available, but
not discussed in further detail in this report are identified in Table 1, below.
Table 1: Select CALPUFF model system modules
Module
CALSUM

Function
Combines CALPUFF output files

APPEND

Append CALPUFF output files

SMERGE

Surface Met Preprocessor

CSUMM

Prognostic Wind Field Model

CTGPROC

Land Use Processor

CALMM5

MM5 Processor

Computing Resources
Due to the strenuous computational requirements needed to run the CALMET
and CALPUFF models, model parallelization was necessary via cluster computing
to help reduce the overall run time. The Coeus High Performance Computing
17

(HPC) Cluster, a grant-funded resource provided by the Portland Institute for
Computational Science and Portland State University (PSU) Research Computing
(RC) Department4, was used for all dispersion modeling for this study. The Coeus
Cluster is one of two HPC cluster networks (the other being the Gaia HPC
Cluster) managed by the PSU Office of Information Technology (OIC) and
consists of a collection of machines (i.e., computers) networked together that are
used as a single parallel computing system (PSU OIT, 2021).
Unlike other dispersion models (e.g., AERMOD), CALPUFF does not have
inherent message passing interface (MPI) capabilities to utilize multiple machine
cores. As such, run parallelization was achieved in the Coeus Cluster by manually
splitting each source category up temporally or spatially, depending on the total
number of sources represented by each source category. Source categories are
discussed in more detail, below.

PATS Model Configuration
As identified above, the purpose of the PATS modeling effort was to identify the
impacts of a number of modeled TAPs in the Portland metropolitan area.
However, air pollution does not occur in a vacuum, so a study domain was
established by the DEQ around the Portland metropolitan area to make sure that
the impacts from emissions from nearby sources would be included in the results.
The DEQ analyzed separate pieces of data to establish the study domain
boundary. Such data included: the 1999 National Air Toxics Assessment (NATA),

4

Also overseen by the Portland State University Office of Information Technology (OIT)
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community growth patterns, jurisdictional boundaries, and previous
nonattainment boundaries for ozone and carbon monoxide in the Portland
airshed (DEQ, 2012). The chosen study and modeling domain is presented in
Figure 5, below.

Figure 5 Modeling domains, Figure 21 (DEQ, 2012) NOTE: the emissions inventory, modeling
domain, and meteorological domain will be discussed in more detail later in this section.

As the purpose of the PATS study was to estimate concentrations of TAPs in
human occupied locations in the Portland metropolitan area, receptors were
chosen based on census block groups. Because of the timing of the PATS study,
the 2000 census was the most current at the time and as a result, was used for
primary placement of the modeled receptors. Using the 2000 census block
groups in the study area, receptors were placed at the centroid of each block
group within the domain area. To further expand the model results, the DEQ
19

included a second set of receptors, using a 3 kilometer by 3 kilometer gridding
approach, throughout the entire modeling domain. This allowed for
concentrations to be modeled in less densely populated areas and to provide a
more holistic view of the air quality in and around the Portland metropolitan
area. In total, 2,315 receptors were placed throughout the model domain, as
shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Updated Modeling Receptors, Figure 23 (DEQ, 2012) Note: The red dots represent
receptors assigned to the centroid of a census block group, while the blue dots represent the
gridded receptors allocated throughout the entire domain.

Modeled meteorology was chosen during the initial PATA study and represents a
period between July 1, 1999 and July 1, 2000. To simulate surface meteorology in
the modeling domain, six in-situ meteorological stations were chosen throughout
20

the Portland metropolitan area. As shown in Figure 7, the six meteorological
stations were chosen due to the location of each site throughout the study area.

Figure 7: In-situ surface meteorological stations used in the pata/pats studies. Note: Stations
owned and operated by the DEQ are denoted as such. All other stations are operated by the NWS.

In addition to the spatial representativeness of the modeling domain, each of
these stations were managed by either the DEQ or the NWS, thus increasing the
confidence of the accuracy of these data. At a minimum, each station collected
basic dispersion meteorological parameters, including wind (horizontal speed
and direction), dry-bulb temperature, and precipitation. Most of the stations,
however, collected additional meteorological parameters such as solar radiation,
cloud cover, relative humidity, dewpoint, and horizontal standard deviation of
21

wind direction (sigma-theta), each of which can be used in CALMET to prepare a
meteorological dataset for dispersion modeling.
Upper air data via radiosonde collection were used in addition to the surface data
to prepare the meteorological dataset used for the PATS modeling. The upper air
data were collected and used from the closest available site to the modeling
domain, at the Salem McNary regional airport.
Using the surface meteorology from the six in-situ stations and the upper air data
from the Salem McNary airport, the DEQ prepared a one-year meteorological
dataset using the CALMET processor for dispersion modeling for the PATA
study. For the PATS study, the DEQ used the same meteorological dataset
developed using CALMET for the PATA study. The DEQ identified through a
comparative analysis of the surface meteorology, upper air data, geophysical
data, terrain elevations, and land use between 1999 and 2010, the PATA data
would be appropriate to be used for the PATS model. (DEQ, 2012)
For the PATS modeling effort, the DEQ prepared an emission inventory of 19
pollutants5 across various types of sources in the Portland metropolitan area.
Emissions of the 19 pollutants were estimated for on- and non-road mobile
sources, area sources, and point sources, as identified in Table 2, below.

1,3 butadiene, 1,3 Para-Dichlorobenzene, 15 PAH, Acetaldehyde, Acrolein, Arsenic, Benzene,
Cadmium, Hexavalent chromium, Ethylbenzene, Formaldehyde, Lead, Manganese, Methylene
chloride, Naphthalene, Nickel, Perchloroethylene, Trichloroethylene, and diesel PM.
5
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Table 2: Source categories in PATA/PATS projects: Source: (DEQ, 2012)
Source Category

Types of Sources

Area Sources

Residential burning and wood combustion, surface coating, household
solvent use, consumer products, asphalt paving

On-road Mobile

Diesel and gasoline powered cars, heavy- and medium-duty trucks, buses,
motorcycles

Non-road Mobile

Diesel construction equipment, lawn and garden equipment, aircraft,
recreational and commercial marine, railway

Point

Stationary source fuel combustion, industrial facilities, gas stations, bulk
terminals

As the focal point of this study is specific to diesel PM, the other 18 pollutants will
not be discussed throughout the remainder of this report.
Diesel PM emissions were estimated for each of these source categories for the
2005 PATA and then were updated for the 2017 PATS. Diesel PM emissions were
estimated for each of these source categories using a variety of datasets and
sources. Table 3 summarizes the datasets and sources used to estimate diesel PM
emissions for each of the source categories.
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Table 3: PATA/PATS Emissions Inventory Data Sources summary adapted From Table 2 of
(DEQ, 2012)
Emission Inventory
Category

Data Sources for Emissions Estimation
Oregon Counties

Clark County, WA

Point

Oregon State (ACDP) and federal (Title
V) air quality permit programs

Rail

Class 2 fuel use, Class 2 & 3 survey data, EPA Locomotive emission factors

Marine Vessel

Port of Portland, US Army Corps of
Engineers, Lloyd’s Register, EPA
NONROAD2008a model

Southwest Clean Air Agency
(SWCAA)

Washington Department of
Ecology, EPA
NONROAD2008a model

On-road Mobile

Metro6, EMME/2 Travel Demand Model, EPA MOBILE6.2

Non-road Mobile

State-wide surveys, Emissions Inventory
Improvement Project for NACAA, EPA
National Emissions Inventory, EPA
NONROAD2008a model

Washington Department of
Ecology, EPA National
Emissions Inventory

With the exception of the construction, rail, and marine vessel source categories,
diesel PM emissions were not altered or updated as a part of this effort. As a
result, the emissions estimation process for the remaining sources are not
discussed further in this report. Additional information on the specifics of the
emissions inventory process by the DEQ can be found in Section 3.4 of the
Portland Air Toxics Solutions Committee Report and Recommendations report7
(PATS Report).
The emission sources were broken down further into emission source categories
that were exclusively used for dispersion modeling using CALPUFF. The 14
source categories are identified in Table 4, below. Note: There were no point
Metro is the regional government responsible for planning, transportation, and maintaining
natural areas for the Oregon portion of the Portland metropolitan area.
https://www.oregonmetro.gov/
7 Sarah, Armitage. Portland Air Toxics Solutions Committee Report and Recommendations. April
2012. DEQ. DEQ 11-AQ-048.
6
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sources in the PATA/PATS study that were emitters of diesel PM. As such there
were no point sources modeled as part of this study.
Table 4: Modeled source categories and subcategories
Primary Categories
Rail
Marine Vessel

PATA/PATS Subcategories (Diesel PM Specific)
Rail yard, “Hot” lines, “Cold” lines
Commercial, Recreational

On-road Mobile

“Hot”, “Warm”, “Cold”, and “Ring” roadways, Transportation Analysis
Zones (TAZs)

Non-road Mobile

Lawn and garden, General area sources, Construction, Airport
maintenance vehicles

The on-road mobile category was broken down into “Hot”, “Warm”, “Cold”,
“Ring”, and TAZ subcategories to reduce the overall size of the data inputs
needed for dispersion modeling. “Hot”, and “Warm” categories correspond to
primary freeways and heavy traveled arterials, while the “Cold” subcategory is for
lesser traveled roadways. “Ring” corresponds to on-road mobile sources in the
counties surrounding the Portland metro area, Columbia, Yamhill, and Marion.
“TAZ” refers a geographic area used in travel demand models where trips either
begin or end. A similar subcategory convention was implemented for rail sources
with “Hot” referring to the busiest lines, while “Cold” is specific to the less
traveled lines.
These source categories were characterized in the model using a combination of
two basic source types: volume and area. The area source is further categorized
into two separate types, gridded area and polygon area sources. A description of
these source types is as follows:
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Volume Source: A virtual point located within a user-defined threedimensional representation (i.e., “box”), which simulates the effects of fugitive
emissions or those that lack a well characterized exhaust point. The virtual point
source is located at a certain distance upwind of the volume source to account for
the initial size of the volume source plume. (USEPA, 1995) The model algorithm
uses an initial lateral dimension (σx), initial vertical dimension (σz), effective
emission height, and an emission rate (constant or variable), all defined by the
user, to simulate the release of a plume. (USEPA, 1995) In simple terms, the
initial lateral and vertical dimensions are Gaussian dispersion coefficients used
by the CALPUFF model algorithm to dictate the size of the plume and how it be
released. The effective emission height is the height above ground level where a
plume is expected to be released. A volume source or multiple parallel volume
sources (referred to as line volume sources) is useful to model releases were the
there is no defined, stationary exhaust point such as rail lines and building roof
fugitive emissions. While there is a known exhaust point coming from the engine
of the train, the location is constantly changing due to the movement of the train
over a defined period.
Area Source: Similar to a volume source, an area source is used to represent
fugitive emissions within the CALPUFF model. One of the fundamental
differences between the two, is that an area source is represented in the
CALPUFF model in a two-dimensional plane as opposed to a three-dimensional
plane in a volume source. The two dimensional source is represented in the
model as a rectangular shape with a user defined x and y lengths. The user also
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includes the height of the area source and the emission rate. One of the other
main differences between a volume source and an area source is that the area
source model is based on a numerical integration of an emission rate over the
user-defined area, while the volume source assumes the plume release occurs at a
virtually derived point. (USEPA, 1995) The area source is particularly useful for
simulating plume release from sources with little to no thermal rise and one that
has generally well understood area of release over a given time period. An
example useful scenario for the use of an area source is modeling exhaust from a
lawn mower in a backyard over the course of a year. The height and area where
the engine exhaust will be emitted (i.e., area of the backyard) is known, however,
over the course of a year, the instantaneous release point of the lawn mower
engine exhaust could be at any location in the area of the lawn. While there are
numerous types of area source configurations that can be used in CALPUFF,
there are two particular types that were used in the PATS model; gridded area
and area polygon sources.
Area Source (Gridded):
Within the PATS model, certain sources that were somewhat ubiquitous to the
modeling domain, such as lawn and gardening equipment and construction, were
represented using gridded area sources. The gridded area sources were developed
to span the entire modeling domain, with three separate sizes developed and
were spatially allocated based on population density. The three grid sizes
developed are as follows:
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•

750 meter resolution grid cells (highest population density areas)

•

1,500 meter resolution grid cells (less populated areas)

•

3,000 meter resolution grid cells (least populated areas)

A total of 1,446 grid cells were implemented in the modeling domain using these
three resolutions. As noted in the PATS report, the inclusions of more higher
resolution grid cells significantly increases the run time of the CALPUFF models,
such that completing the modeling within a reasonable timeline would be
infeasible. “The variable grid cell size offer the highest resolution in the
population density areas while preserving the model run time.” (DEQ, 2012).
Figure 8 presents a view of the gridded area over the modeling domain.

Figure 8: Grid Development Figure 13, PATS report (DEQ, 2012)
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Area Source (Polygon):
Other sources within the PATS model which were less frequent in number and
were defined by an irregular shapes were characterized in the model using a
polygon area source. The dispersion characteristics of a polygon area source is
the same as the gridded area source, with the only difference being that instead of
a rectangle, the shape of the source is defined by the user. These type of polygons
are useful for modeling sources such as railyards, and fugitive dust from log
yards.
Each source category in the PATS model was characterized in CALPUFF using
one of these three source types. Table 5 presents a summary of the chosen model
source type for each source category and the total number of emission sources
included in the model.
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Table 5: Source types and number represented in model, adapted from Table 6 (DEQ, 2012)
Source Category

Source Type

Number of Sources

ORM (“Hot”)

Volume

2,147

ORM (“Warm”)

Volume

5,224

ORM (“Cold”)

Gridded Area

1,446

ORM (“TAZ”)

Gridded Area

1,446

ORM (“Ring”)

Gridded Area

91

Marine (Commercial)

Area Polygon

96

Marine (Recreational)

Gridded Area

1,446

Rail (“Hot”)

Volume

4,360

Rail (“Cold”)

Gridded Area

1,446

Rail Yards

Area Polygon

11

Lawn & Garden

Gridded Area

1,446

Construction

Gridded Area

1,446

General Area Sources

Gridded Area

1,446

Airport Maintenance

Area Polygon

1

Model Updates
As the focal point of this study, several updates were incorporated into the dispersion
modeling portion of the PATS study. These updates included the following:

•

An updated meteorological dataset, including the use of prognostic
meteorology

•

Update of emissions for three existing source categories (rail, marine,
construction)

•

Addition of a new source category (truck distribution centers)
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•

Addition of several new receptors at ambient monitoring locations for
additional quality assurance (QA) measures

•

Increase in puff allowance in the modeling domain at any given time

In addition to the updates made to the “baseline scenario” to the dispersion
modeling, a series of alternative scenarios were modeled at the request of the
DEQ. The alternate modeling scenarios were focused on changes in emissions as
a result of future policy changes and are presented in later sections. The
enhancements to the dispersion modeling and emissions inventory, as identified
above, are highlighted below.

Meteorology
Studies have shown that anthropogenically driven climate change is having a
profound impact on hydrological and meteorological trends throughout the
Pacific Northwest (Abatzoglou et al., 2014; Mearns et al., 2012; P. W. Mote et al.,
2008). Even within the last few decades, climate change has had observable
impacts to seasonal temperature and precipitation.(P. Mote, 2003). As the
meteorological dataset used for the PATS dispersion modeling was prepared
using monitored data from 1999 to 2000, it is paramount that a newer
meteorological dataset be prepared, which includes more recent monitored data,
and used for dispersion modeling. Accordingly, this was one of the initial goals of
this study.
Each of the original six surface monitoring stations which were used to prepare
the meteorological dataset from the PATA/PATS studies were still in operation
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around the Portland metropolitan area. As a result, newer data were collected
and used from these stations as the starting point for the revised meteorological
dataset. Meteorological data were collected for a period between January 1, 2019
through December 31, 2019. NOTE: Although this study was conducted between
2019 and 2022, at the time the study started (i.e., late 2020) the 2020 calendar
year had not finished. As a result, the 2019 calendar year represents the newest
whole year available.
In addition to these six, eight additional meteorological stations had been
constructed since the PATA study. Seven of the eight newer meteorological
stations are owned and operated by the DEQ, while the eighth station is owned
and operated by the NWS. Figure 9 provides an overview of the locations of the
meteorological stations in the Portland metropolitan area.
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Figure 9: In-situ surface meteorological stations used in the updated 2021 PATS study. Note:
Stations identified with a blue marker are new to this study.

As shown in Figure 9, the 14 meteorological stations provide adequate coverage
throughout the Portland metropolitan area and most of the modeling domain.
To enhance the coverage of the meteorology in the modeling domain and provide
a more robust initial-guess wind field for CALMET processing, a prognostic
meteorological dataset was acquired and incorporated into the dataset. A WRFpreprocessed meteorological dataset was prepared by Lakes Environmental
Software (Lakes Environmental) for the pre-chosen modeling period (i.e.,
January 1 – December 31, 2019) and for the modeling domain. The prognostic
meteorological data were modeled by Lakes Environmental at a 1 kilometer
gridded resolution for an 85x85 kilometer domain size over the Portland
metropolitan area and included a total of 35 vertical layers from 20 meters above
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ground level (AGL) up to approximately 4,000 meters AGL. Parameters included
with the prognostic dataset included dry-bulb temperature, wind (speed and
direction), relative humidity, cloud cover, barometric pressure, and precipitation,
among others.
As shown in Figure 10, the Portland metropolitan area contains pockets of
complex terrain, specifically in the western areas of the modeling domain.

Figure 10: Terrain of the Portland metro and surrounding area

While the monitored meteorological data has an excellent spatial coverage
throughout the modeling domain and specifically within the city limits, they are
generally located in flatter areas that lack influence from the prominent
topographical features in the area. As a result, it’s imperative that the prognostic
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data be included in the study to enhance the robustness of the meteorology and
simulate pollutant transport throughout the Portland metropolitan area.
Terrain and land use data were downloaded from the United States Geological
Survey (USGS) and used for processing surface parameters using the Geophysical
processor module for use in CALMET. Digital Elevation Model (DEM) data at a
resolution of 1/3 arc-second (approximately 10 meters) were downloaded for the
modeling domain. USGS Composite Theme Grid (CTG) land use data were also
downloaded and used in the Geophysical processor module for input to CALMET.
Using the surface meteorology, prognostic meteorology, and geophysical data, a
meteorological domain of 84x81 kilometers was processed. Because the target
area is not a perfect square in shape, three kilometers were added to the N-S
direction of the grid. To account for the complex terrain and the potential micrometeorology around the Portland metropolitan area, a grid resolution of 375meters was simulated. This resolution represents an increase in granularity from
750-meters, which was used in the PATA/PATS studies. At the expense of overall
model runtime, the increased granularity of the meteorological grid allowed for a
greater resolution to show dispersal and transport of diesel PM in the modeling
domain. Figure 11 provides a comparison of the 750-meter grid resolution used in
the PATA/PATS studies, with the 375-meter grid resolution used in this study. As
shown in Figure 11, the 375-meter resolution grid improves the models ability to
simulate the impacts of the complex terrain to the southwest of Portland.
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Figure 11: 750m vs 375m grid resolution spatial comparison

As the prognostic meteorological data includes a simulated vertical structure of
the atmosphere up to approximately 4 kilometers, the prognostic data were able
used in place of the radiosonde data from the Salem McNary airport, as was done
in the PATA/PATS study. Although 35 heights were simulated in the WRF
dataset, CALMET only allows a maximum of 10 vertical heights to be used. The
modeled heights chosen for to be modeled in CALMET started at surface level (0
meters) and increased by 20-meters through a height of 80 meters AGL. From
there, the height of each succeeding layer was roughly double from the lower
height – to a maximum heigh of 4 kilometers AGL. In total, 532,224 cells, each
with a volume of 0.053 cubic kilometers, for a total volume of 28,067 cubic
kilometers were simulated for the entire modeling domain.
A wide-array of user settings are available within CALMET to customize the
simulated meteorological environment. Variables related to thermodynamic
blocking effects, terrain-induced slope flow, mixing heights, and wind field
interpolations, among others, can be customized by the user to alter how these
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parameters are used by CALMET to simulate the meteorological environment.
Settings used for preparation of the original PATA meteorological dataset were
largely used in the new meteorological dataset for processing. In instances where
variables were changed for CALMET processing, academic literature were
reviewed to determine the most appropriate setting. Table 4 presents a view of
CALMET processing settings that were changed for this study.
Table 6: Select CALMET User Settings
Setting

Parameter

PATA

Study

Reasoning

Observation Mode

NOOBS

0

1

Addition of prognostic dataset.
Hybrid mode.

Grid Spacing (m)

DGRIDKM

750

375

Enhance granularity of
meteorological model

No. of X grid cells

NX

124

224

Enhance granularity of
meteorological model

No. of Y grid cells

NY

104

216

Enhance granularity of
meteorological model

No. of vertical layers

NZ

10

9

Additional layers in prognostic
dataset

Relative weighting first
guess wind field and
obs (SFC layer) (km)

R1

10

1.5

Prognostic data allows for less
weight from single station at
further distances

Relative weighting first
guess wind field and
obs (ALOFT) (km)

R2

50

1.5

Same as above

Compute kinematic
effects?

IKINE

Yes

No

(Barclay & Scire, 2011)

O’Brien procedure for
adjustment of vertical
velocity?

IOBR

Yes

No

(Barclay & Scire, 2011)

Radius of Terrain
Influence (km)

TERRAD

2

15

(Barclay & Scire, 2011)
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Any other deviation between settings used for processing CALMET between the
PATA study and this study were a result of the inclusion of prognostic
meteorology.
As discussed in the introduction section of this report, diesel PM emissions and
model characterization for three existing sources were reviewed and changed as
part of this study – construction, railway, and marine vessels. Additionally, a
source of diesel PM not originally included in the PATA/PATS studies, truck
distribution centers, was added in this study. The sections below discuss these
changes.

Construction
On construction sites, diesel PM is almost exclusively emitted from diesel
combustion in non-road vehicles. These vehicles can consist of equipment such
as pavers, rollers, excavators, and cranes, among others. In the PATA/PATS
studies, diesel PM emissions for construction equipment were estimated by the
DEQ, using the EPA NONROAD2008: Nonroad Mobile Sources (NONROAD)
model. Using the NONROAD model, diesel PM emissions from construction
equipment were estimated for each county in the modeling domain.
As a result of the ubiquitous nature of construction in the Portland metropolitan
area, diesel PM emissions were characterized in CALPUFF using gridded area
sources. Using ArcGIS, the DEQ spatially allocated diesel PM emissions for each
gridded area source based on residential, industrial, and commercial zoning.
Additional information can be found in the (DEQ, 2012).
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For this study, diesel PM emissions were estimated using the Motor Vehicle
Emissions Simulator (MOVES) version 3.0, developed by the EPA. MOVES is an
air quality modeling system that is used to estimate emissions of criteria
pollutants, greenhouse gases and air toxics from a variety of on-road vehicles
such as buses, trucks, and cars, and nonroad vehicles such as construction
equipment, marine vessels, and trains (US EPA, 2021). MOVES is, more or less,
an updated version of the NONROAD2008 software that was used to estimate
construction emissions for the PATA/PATS study. As a result, most of the same
model configurations were able to be extracted directly from the construction
estimation work performed in the PATA/PATS study.
Using MOVES, diesel PM emissions from construction equipment were
estimated for the 2020 calendar year for each county in the modeling domain. All
sources that were included in the PATA/PATS study for construction were
included in this study. Table 6 presents a comparative summary of the total diesel
PM emissions estimated between the PATA/PATS study and this study.
Table 7: Comparison of total diesel pm emissions estimated between studies
Study

PATA (2005)

PATS (2017)

PSU (2021)

Cumulative Diesel PM
Emissions (tpy)

536.5

247.3

162.9

Spatial allocation of the diesel PM emissions from construction equipment was
performed using two separate methods depending on the general location within
the modeling domain. For Multnomah County, diesel PM emissions were
allocated to each gridded area source by using actual residential and commercial
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building construction permit data obtained from PortlandMaps – Open Data
Portal8 administered by the City of Portland. Using construction permit
metadata, a potential diesel impact (PDI) score was computed for all active
construction permits from 2018 through 2020.
The PDI scoring assessment is a method developed by (Boyle, 2020) and
Neighbors for Clean Air9. The algorithm used to calculate the PDI score is
presented in equation 1.
Equation 1:
𝑃𝐷𝐼 = (footprint [ft 2 ]) + (# 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠) + (𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑒𝑑 [𝑌/𝑁]) + (𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑠)

The following paragraph provides a well-written overview of the PDI algorithm
method and was extracted directly from Section IV: Neighborhood Construction
Mapping Project of (Boyle, 2020)
“Each of these variables were assigned a score between 1 and 4, with 1 being the least
impactful and 4 being the most impactful. While emissions on a site vary by a lot more
than these four characteristics, these were the best available metrics included in the
permit dataset. Square footage refers to the total square footage of the building being
constructed once complete. Stories refers to the total number of levels the building has.
Demolition being included as a component of the project was also factored in, as well
as the status of the project which takes into account current activity level.”

The point assignment scheme for each of these four criteria is presented in Table
8.

8
9

https://gis-pdx.opendata.arcgis.com/ [accessed on July 20, 2021]
https://www.whatsinourair.org/the-issue [accessed on July 16, 2021]
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Table 8: PDI Point Assignment Scheme Derived from Table 4.2 of (Boyle, 2020)
Points Assigned

Square Footage

Stories

Demolition

Status

1

< 10,000

1-2

No

Under Inspection

2

10,000-49,999

3-5

-

-

3

50,000-99,999

>5

Yes

Under Review of Issued

4

> 100,000

-

-

-

Using the spatial coordinates of each permit construction permit and ArcGIS
Pro™ software, the PDI scores of each construction permit were assigned to a
gridded area source and the total PDI scores were summarized for each grid. For
each gridded area source, the total sum of the PDI scores were then divided by
the sum of all PDI scores in Multnomah County, which resulted in an allocation
fraction. The allocation fraction was then applied to the total diesel PM emissions
estimated for Multnomah County using MOVES, thus resulting in a model
emission rate.
This approach allows for a quasi-real time assessment of where diesel PM from
construction is being emitted in the Portland area for a given year. In the case of
this study, the spatial distribution represent construction occurring in the 2020
year. As this emissions allocation strategy is particularly useful for assessing realtime diesel PM emissions release from construction sources, it could potentially
present a method that could be used for future studies to understand the
evolution of emissions release in the Portland metropolitan area from
construction.
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For construction diesel PM emissions at all other counties in the modeling
domain, which were estimated using MOVES, emission were allocated using a
zoning analysis conducted using ArcGIS. A multi-criteria evaluation (MCE)
analysis was used to eliminate areas in the modeling domain where construction
isn’t expected to occur. Zoning designations that were identified as areas where
construction would most likely not occur included: parks/open spaces, rural
reserves, exclusive farm or forest use, ORCA10, rural residential and single family.
In addition, areas outside of urban growth boundaries were also included as
locations that construction was not likely to occur. Areas zoned for single family
use were not considered as it is likely that diesel-fired construction equipment
would only be operational for a minimal, if any, time at these locations relative to
multi-family buildings projects, commercial, or industrial construction.
Figure 12 provides a comparison of the modeled diesel PM emission rate
allocation between the PATA/PATS study and this study.

Figure 12: Construction emissions allocation comparison between 2017 PATS (left) and 2020 PSU
(right) studies. units are in mg/m2/yr.

10

Outdoor recreation and conservation areas
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Railway
Railyards and more specifically, haul-line and switchers, represent a significant
source of diesel PM emissions in the Portland metropolitan area over the past
half century (Downing et al., 2019; Galvis et al., 2013). In the PATA/PATS study,
railway emissions were estimated for class 1 line haul and switch trains, class 2 &
3 locomotives, passenger/commuter trains, and railway maintenance equipment
in the Portland metropolitan area. Fuel consumption data, EPA emission factors
(US EPA, 2009) and collected survey data were used to estimate diesel PM
emissions from each of these carriers and sources for the PATA and PATS studies
.
Estimated diesel PM emissions were represented in the CALPUFF model using
three separate source categories: “Hot”, “Cold”, and railyard. “Hot” rail sources
represent the busiest lines in the modeling domain and are characterized in the
CALPUFF model using volume sources. Volume sources were overlayed over high
capacity lines that were included as a “hot” source. The “cold” sources include
lower capacity lines such as passenger and commuter trains but are found in
more locations in the modeling domain. The “cold” sources were represented in
the CALPUFF model using gridded area sources. Lastly, as there is a small
number of railyards in the Portland metropolitan area relative to the number of
and length of the rail lines, these sources were characterized in the CALPUFF
model as polygon area sources.
Because no new lines have been added in the Portland metropolitan area and as
typical locomotive patterns have not significantly changed since the PATA/PATS
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studies, it was determined that the emissions allocation method and spatial
representation the rail sources in the CALPUFF model were sufficient and no
changes needed to be made. As a result, diesel PM emission updates were the
focal point of the rail sources as part of this study.
Between 2018 and 2020, a study (Sarle, 2021) was conducted by Kirsten Sarle, a
graduate researcher at PSU, monitoring black carbon (BC) emissions from rail
sources in the Portland metropolitan area. Emission factors developed during
this study were specific to three railway companies most prominent at railyards
in Portland: Union Pacific, BNSF, and Amtrak. Additional information on the
monitoring, calculation methods, and conclusions of the BC emission factors
study can be found in Section 2.2 of (Sarle, 2021). BC emissions for haul and
switch rail sources for this study were estimated using factors developed from the
(Sarle, 2021) study and fuel usage rates from the PATS study. Unfortunately,
more current fuel rates were not available at the time of this research to
incorporate into this study.
Table 9 presents a comparative summary of the emission factors used in the
PATS study and this study.
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Table 9: railway emission factor comparison. Note: units are in grams per gallon of fuel used.
Service

PATS EF11 (US EPA, 2009)

BC EF12 (Sarle, 2021)

Amtrack

2.8

6.61

Union Pacific

2.9

2.02

BNSF

2.9

5.51

Class 2/3

5.4

5.51

With the exception of UP, the monitored BC emission factors are significantly
higher than the PM2.5 emission factors used in the PATS study, as shown in Table
9. As a result, modeled emissions for these carriers were significantly higher than
what was modeled for the PATS study. In total, however, emissions between the
PATS study and this study decreased as UP represents approximately 90% of the
total fuel used in the modeling domain. The ~30% decrease in emission factors
for UP between the two studies represented the defining difference in modeled
emissions.
It is important to note that the updated emissions for the rail source category
performed in this study represent emissions of BC as opposed to diesel PM,
which was estimated in the PATA and PATS studies. However, as studies (Bond
et al., 2004; Jaffe et al., 2014; Kirchstetter & Novakov, 2007; Lewtas, 2007) have
shown, BC generally accounts for a significant fraction (up to 0.65) of the PM2.5
mass from diesel engines. As a result, using emission factors of BC as a surrogate

11
12

Emission factors are representative of PM2.5.
Converted from g/kg to g/gal.
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for diesel PM emissions from railway sources should result in comparable
modeled concentrations.
In addition to the railway emissions identified above, diesel PM emissions from
railway maintenance equipment and at railyards were estimated and
incorporated in the CALPUFF model. Railway maintenance equipment emissions
were estimated for the 2020 year using the MOVES model, which was consistent
with how they were estimated for both PATA and PATS studies. Railyard diesel
PM emissions for each modeled railyard were proportionally changed based on
the difference in emissions from the PATS study compared to this study for the
primary carrier of the yard. In the case of Multnomah County, all railyards in the
study are owned by UP, while all modeled railyards in Clark County are owned by
BNSF. As a result, the changes in emissions from these railyards are directly
proportional the change in emissions from these carriers.
Table 10 provides a comparison between the total modeled railway emissions
between the PATA/PATS study and this study.
Table 10: comparison of total modeled emissions between the three studies
Study

PATA

PATS

PSU (2021)

Modeled Emissions (tpy)

71.4

38.8

30.9

Marine Vessels
As identified in Table 2, diesel PM emissions for two types of marine vessels
categories were estimated in the PATA/PATS studies – recreational marine vessel
and commercial marine vessel.
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Recreational Marine
Since the PATA and PATS studies, there have been no water bodies added or
removed in in the Portland metropolitan area where recreational marine vessels
would be found. As a result, there were no changes to either the spatial allocation
or source locations in the CALPUFF model needed for this study. As a result, only
changes in estimated diesel PM emissions were performed for this source
category as part of this study.
Emissions from recreational marine vessels are notoriously difficult to measure
and estimate due to the inherent nature of these types of vehicles (i.e., varying
engine loads due to everchanging surface water roughness). In a lab setting,
diesel PM emission rates from different engine loads are not difficult to quantify,
however, recreational marine vessels rarely stay at a constant load. Further, as
noted in (Sarle, 2021), relatively large distances between the engine exhaust and
on-land sampling apparatus, and impacts of surface boundary layer
thermodynamics directly above water, often result in plume dilution before
reaching the sampling point.
Diesel PM emissions from recreational marine vessels in the Portland
metropolitan area were estimated using the NONROAD2008 model for the 2005
and 2017 calendar years for the PATA study and PATS study, respectively.
Accordingly, diesel PM emissions for the 2020 calendar year were estimated
using the MOVES model for this study. Using the MOVES model, diesel PM
emissions from diesel-fueled “pleasure craft” vessels were estimated on a county
basis and assigned to a gridded area sources using the same spatial allocation
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scheme as used in the PATS study. Table 11 presents a comparison of the total
modeled diesel PM emissions between the PATA, PATS, and PSU study.
Table 11: comparison of total modeled emissions between the three studies (recreational marine)
Study

PATA (2005)

PATS (2017)

PSU (2021)

Modeled Emissions (tpy)

1.89

0.48

0.49

In addition to total annual emissions, variable emission rates were utilized in the
CALPUFF model to enhance and assess the seasonal variability in recreational
marine vessels in the Portland metropolitan area. Using monthly activity factors
developed by the EPA13, emission rate scaling factors were developed on a
monthly basis that were applied to the modeled emission rates for the
recreational marine vessel source category. Accordingly, monthly activity factors
for recreational marine vessels in the “Northwest” were chosen as the most
representative factors for this study. The highest monthly emission rate as
modeled by MOVES was used as the emission rate for CALPUFF modeling, and
then the scaling factors were applied on a monthly basis. The activity factors and
scaling factors used in this study are presented in Table 12.
As shown in Table 12, the activity factors heavily favored increased traffic during
the summary months (i.e., June – August), with the winter months (December –
February) showing decreased activity.

13

EPA. Seasonal and Monthly Activity Allocation Fractions for Nonroad Engine Emissions Modeling, Table
4, (2005)
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Table 12: monthly activity factors for recreational marine vessels
Month(s)

Season

Activity Factor (Epa
et al., 2005)

Scaling Factor

Dec, Jan, Feb

Winter

0.016

0.0838

Mar, Apr, May

Spring

0.063

0.3298

Jun, Jul, Aug

Summer

0.190

1.00

Sep, Oct, Nov

Autumn

0.063

0.3298

Commercial Marine
Similar to recreational marine sources, it was identified that there were no
changes to well established commercial shipping routes nor any removal or
addition of commercial ports in the Portland metropolitan area. As a result, no
changes were made to spatial allocations or source locations within the CALPUFF
model, and this study focused primarily on emissions estimates for the
commercial marine source category.
Diesel PM emissions from commercial marine vessels were estimated for three
distinct activities in the Portland metropolitan area: vessel transit along the
Columbia and Willamette Rivers, barging along the Columbia and Willamette
rivers, and hoteling at the major commercial ports in Portland and Vancouver. As
identified in Table 2, diesel PM emissions for each of these three activities were
estimated in the PATA and PATS studies by numerous parties including the Port
of Portland, the U.S. Army Corp of Engineers, and the Washington Department
of Ecology, among others. As a result of the large and complex nature of
estimating diesel PM emissions from commercial marine vessels, and given the
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tight timeline available for this study, updates in annual activity rates was the
focal point of this study specific to this source category.
Annual call data for both the Port of Portland and the Port of Vancouver between
2015 and 2020 were obtained via published, publicly available annual reports
prepared by each respective port. Emissions estimated in 2017 for each of the
three marine vessel activities were scaled using the percent change in annual calls
between 2017 and 2020 for each port. Both ports experienced a decrease14 in
vessel call volume between 2017 and 2020, with the Port of Portland having a
difference of -0.76%, and the Port of Vancouver a difference of -12.2%. Using the
annual difference in calls for each of these two ports, emission rates from each of
the sources included in the commercial marine vessel category were scaled
depending the type of source (i.e., barging, hoteling, transit) and the location of
the source (i.e., Columbia River, Willamette River). In some instances, a
combination of these two scaling factors were used for source categories where
the expected change in emissions between the two years wouldn’t coincide
directly with either port. A weighted average was developed using the 2020 call
data for each port and the resulting adjustment made to the diesel PM emissions
was -6.2%.

It’s important to note that 2020 was an exceptional year due to the global pandemic and supply
chain issues. While the emissions are representative of 2020, future modeling efforts should
exercise caution when using the estimated emissions for this source category.
14
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Table 13 presents a comparison of the total modeled diesel PM emissions
between the PATA, PATS, and PSU study for the commercial marine vessels
source category.
Table 13: Comparison of total modeled emissions between the three studies (Commercial
marine). Note: the emissions estimates for the PSU study are for the 2020 calendar year.
Source Category

PATA (2005)

PATS (2017)

PSU (2021)

Barging

3.71

3.31

3.15

Hoteling

5.97

2.12

2.09

In-transit

10.64

2.09

1.95

Total Modeled Emissions

20.32

7.53

7.19

Truck Distribution Center
As part of this study, a new source category was added to the CALPUFF model –
truck distribution centers. Truck distribution centers generally refer to locations
where heavy-duty trucks deliver or pick up goods as a step of the supply chain
network.(Mani, 2021) For this study, this definition was slightly expanded to
include additional locations where heavy duty trucks are likely to congregate,
such as ports, bulk terminals, and railyards.
Transportation Systems Plan (TSP) freight facilities and intermodal facilities
datasets were obtained from the PortlandMaps – Open Data Portal15 and used as
a first step to identify the locations of several truck distribution centers in the
Portland metropolitan area. There were 22 freight facilities identified between
these two datasets, which include: “major shipping and marine, air, rail, and

15

https://gis-pdx.opendata.arcgis.com/
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pipeline terminals that facilitate the local, national, and international movement
of freight.”(City of Portland, 2020). In addition to the 22 freight facilities
identified in these two datasets, 42 additional truck distribution centers were
identified using Google Earth Pro™16, resulting in a total of 64 truck distribution
centers used to build the new source category.
Because of the relatively low number of sources, and the varying spatial
footprints, each truck distribution center was characterized in the CALPUFF
model as an area polygon source. To adequately characterize the size and shape
of each truck distribution center in the CALPUFF model, the footprint of each of
the 64 sources was manually drawn using ArcGIS Pro. This resulted in a total of
64 polygons that were exported as shapefiles from ArcGIS Pro and imported into
the Lakes CALPUFF View graphical user interface (GUI), where each was then
redrawn into the final model. As the release point of the truck exhaust is not at
ground level, a release height of three meters was assigned for each polygon area
source. Figure 13 presents an aerial view of the Portland metropolitan area with
each of the truck distribution centers included.

16

Google Earth 7.3.4, (2021) http://www.google.com/earth/index.html [Accessed July 21, 2021].
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Figure 13: Truck Distribution Center Locations in Modeling Domain

Emissions estimates and activity rates are generally difficult to quantity for truck
distribution centers due to the fact that each site is typically owned and operated
by a different carrier, and the proprietary nature of the trucking data. There is no
existing regulatory framework that requires trucking throughput data to be made
publicly available nor emissions to be estimated. As a result, a “think outside the
box” approach was needed for estimating diesel PM emissions from the truck
distribution centers.
National High Freight Network (NHFN) route data were obtained from the
United States Department of Transportation and reviewed to identify the typical
freight routes in the Portland metropolitan area. A review of these data identified
that the NHFN routes generally coincided with the “Hot” and “Warm” on-road
mobile source footprints prepared for the PATA and PATS studies. Further, a
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non-insignificant number of the truck distribution centers identified for this
study are not located adjacent to a major arterial. As a result, it’s expected that
diesel PM emissions estimated for the “cold” on-road mobile source category
would also include a significant portion from the movement of freight via heavy
duty trucks. Therefore, it was assumed that using the diesel PM emissions
estimated for the on-road mobile emissions for the PATS study was a solid
starting point for estimating emissions from truck distribution centers in the
Portland metropolitan area.
As a result of the congregation of heavy-duty trucks, it’s expected that
combination short- and long-haul trucks make up most, if not all of the diesel PM
emissions released at truck distribution centers. BC emissions profiles for
combination short- and long-haul trucks from the MOVES model were assessed
by reviewing the two-digit road type and process ID numbers found in the SCC
number used in the MOVES model. Of the five road type ID’s used by MOVES,
Road Type 1 (“Off-Network”) was identified as the most representative of diesel
PM emissions expected from truck distribution centers. A Road Type 1 (“OffNetwork”) is defined as “All locations where the predominant activity is vehicle
starts, parking and idling (parking lots, truck stops, rest areas, freight or bus
terminals)” (EPA, 2020). Table 14 provides a summary of the SCC’s, which fall
into the road type 1 category for combination short- and long-haul trucks.
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Table 14: SCC’s for equipment in road type 1.
SCC

Source17

Process Name

2202620101

61/62

Running Exhaust

2202620102

61/62

Engine Starting Exhaust

2202620115

61/62

Crankcase Running Exhaust

2202620116

61/62

Crankcase Start Exhaust

2202620117

62

Crankcase Extended Idle Exhaust

2202620190

62

Extended Idle Exhaust

2202620191

62

Auxiliary Power Exhaust

Using the MOVES model, BC emissions from all road types for combination
short- and long-haul trucks were estimated for each of the seven counties in the
modeling domain for the 2020 calendar year. The fraction of each SCC
contribution to the total BC emissions estimated for all road types and each
county was quantified. An average fraction of contribution across all seven
counties was calculated for each SCC. Lastly, the average emissions fraction of
each SCC assumed for truck distribution centers (see table 14) was combined to
generate a total allocation factor representative of the fraction of emissions that
should be assigned to truck distribution centers. The total allocation factor
calculated using this method is 0.0841 or 8.41%.
As the 2020 annual diesel PM emissions rate for the on-road mobile sources was
not known at the time of this study, MOVES was again utilized to identify a
growth factor to apply to the 2017 emissions estimated for the PATS study.
Annual BC emissions for each SCC identified in Table 14 were run for each county

17

61 = Combination short-haul truck, 62 = Combination long-haul truck.
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in the model domain and for 2017 and 2020. Annual BC emissions from each
county were summed for the 2017 and 2020 years and compared, thus
identifying a growth factor for BC emissions from the selected sources. The
difference between the two years resulted in a growth factor of 1.35. Total annual
diesel PM emissions estimated for 2017 for all of the on-road mobile sources
included in the model were adjusted based on this growth factor resulting in a
crude estimate of 2020 calendar year diesel PM emissions.
Lastly, the estimated 2020 annual emissions for all on-road mobile vehicles were
then multiplied by the allocation factor to generate an estimated total annual
emission rate for the truck distribution centers in the modeling domain. Total
estimated annual emissions for the on-road mobile sources and truck
distribution centers are presented in Table 15.
Table 15: Annual emissions estimates for truck distribution centers
Source

Annual emissions rate (tpy)

On-Road Mobile Vehicles (2017)

81.72

On-Road Mobile Vehicles (2020)

110.04

Truck Distribution Centers (2020)

9.26

For the reasons identified earlier in this report, activity rates/emissions estimates
for individual truck distribution centers are extremely difficult, if not impossible
to find. To overcome this obstacle, emission rates for each truck distribution
center, as required in the CALPUFF model, were assigned based on the total area
of each polygon relative to the total surface area of all truck distribution centers
in the model. The fundamental assumption with this method is that the heavy-
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duty truck traffic at each location, on an annual basis, is directly proportional to
the size of the lot. Total annual emission rates for each of the 64 truck
distribution centers in the CALPUFF model were assigned an emission rate based
on this assumption, and the new source category was executed in CALPUFF.
Model results are provided in the Results and Discussion section of this report.

Model Boundary Condition Changes
In addition to the changes identified above, two other alterations made to the
modeling in this study was the addition of modeled receptors and an increase in
total puff allowance. To enhance the QA process, six receptors were added to the
existing 2,334 receptors used in the PATS study at locations where ambient
monitoring of BC was being conducted in the Portland metropolitan area. Of the
six ambient monitors, four were owned and operated by the DEQ, while the other
two were owned and operated by the Sustainable Atmospheres Research
Laboratory at Portland State University (PSU). Ambient concentrations of BC
monitored for several periods between the 2019 and 2020 year were collected
and compared against the modeled concentrations. Further discussion of these
comparisons are discussed below.
As part of the initial boundary conditions for running the CALPUFF model, a
total maximum allowable number of puffs, 250 thousand, are assigned. In effect,
this condition limits the total number of puffs at any given moment in the
modeling domain. An allowance of 250 thousand puffs is typically sufficient for
most single source dispersion models – however, given the extraordinarily large
number of source represented within the PATA/PATS studies, this number is
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generally considered to be small. Nevertheless, it was used in the PATA/PATS
study for most of the modeled sources. For the source categories represented
using volume sources (e.g., rail), a maximum allowance of 300 thousand was
used. In theory, a greater allowance of puffs at any given time in the modeling
domain will result in a more accurate dispersion model depiction as there are no
such boundary conditions in the real world-atmosphere. In practice, however,
increasing the number of allowable puffs to be processed in the CALPUFF model
exponentially increases the model runtime and computing resources needed.
For this study the enhanced computing resources were available such that the
total number of puffs could be increased. 600 thousand puffs was used as the
maximum allowable number of puffs for source categories represented in the
model using volume sources, while all other sources were assigned 400 thousand.
As a result of the higher number of volume sources in the model compared to
other source types (area grid, area polygon), a higher number of puffs was
needed.

Model QA/QC and Validation
As a result of the complexity of this study, mostly due to the large number of
model runs needed to incorporate all the source categories, multiple stages of
model QA/QC were utilized. Prior to incorporating any updates to the model, as
described above, the original input files were re-run to verify the model results
(i.e., concentrations) would match those modeled during the PATS study.
Equivalent modeled concentrations would confirm an “apples to apples”
comparison for any changes made as a part of this study.
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For source categories where the only change made was from the updated
meteorology (e.g., lawn and garden equipment), the input file used for the new
run was manually changed and rerun using the original meteorological dataset
from the PATA and PATS models. Again, the modeled results should be identical
to those modeled in the PATS study.
Lastly, a descriptive statistical analysis was conducted for the modeled
concentrations for each source category in this study. The descriptive statistics
for each source category were compared to identify if there were any common
trends and verify there were any outliers, which could be an indication of an
erroneous model.

Model Validation
Model validation is one of the greatest challenges with atmospheric dispersion
modeling, specifically for pollutants that are difficult to sample or are in locations
where a monitoring network has not been established. As described in the
Introduction section of this report, diesel PM is extremely difficult to monitor due
to the complex chemical makeup and non-ubiquitous profile of the pollutant. As
a result, monitored concentrations of BC were used as a surrogate for diesel PM
concentrations with respect to model validation. BC18 concentrations are
calculated using an aethalometer, which measures light attenuation by sampling
aerosol particles at up to seven wavelengths19 (Magee Scientific, 2016). The signal

18
19

Generally referred to as “equivalent black carbon” or “total black carbon”
370, 470, 525, 590, 660, 880 and 950 nanometers
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at the 880 nanometer wavelength is used by the aethalometer to quantify the
equivalent BC (i.e., total BC) mass (Dutt et al., 2019).

Figure 12: Location of BC monitors used for model validation in this study

In total, six monitors in the Portland metropolitan area are used for model
verification. Four are owned and operated by the DEQ and continuously sample,
among other pollutants, BC. The other two aethalometers were operated by PSU
and used in the research conducted by Kirsten Sarle as part of her graduate work.
Additional information on the BC monitoring effort and research can be found in
(Sarle, 2021). The locations of the six BC monitors used in the study is provided
in Figure 14, while Table 16 provides a list of the six monitors.
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Table 16: BC ambient monitors used for model validation
Monitor ID

Location

Operator

DEQ_SEL

SE Lafayette

DEQ

DEQ_NRS

Tualatin – I5

DEQ

DEQ_HBT

Humboldt School

DEQ

DEQ_CUL

Cully Helensview

DEQ

PSU_CUL

Cully

PSU

PSU_JAD

Jade

PSU

A total of six receptors were added to the CALPUFF model - one for each of the
BC monitors. Average annual concentrations of BC for each site were calculated
for the 2019 and 2020 calendar years and compared against the cumulative
modeled diesel PM concentration at each receptor. Outlier BC concentrations in
the monitored data underwent a thorough QA/QC process, which included the
disqualification of BC concentrations that were determined to have been sampled
on days when exceptional wildfire smoke was present. The monitored BC
concentrations and wildfire data were provided by the DEQ. In addition to
modeled concentrations from this study, modeled concentrations from the PATS
study were collected for the receptor closest to each monitor and compared.
Results of the model validation are presented in the following section.

Emissions Scenarios
Upon incorporating the updates to the meteorology, boundary layer conditions,
and diesel PM emissions for select sources, as identified in this section, each
source category was modeled using the CALPUFF model. The cumulative
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modeled concentrations for each receptor from each of the 16 source categories
were summed together to create a total concentration output file that was then
compared to the concentrations from the PATS study. For the purpose of this
study, the summed model concentrations for each of the source categories is
referred to as the “baseline scenario.”
At the request of the DEQ, additional emissions-related scenarios were modeled
to assess potential future policy related emissions reduction strategies and
identify which strategies could have the greatest impact on diesel PM
concentrations in different neighborhoods in the Portland metropolitan area.
Further detail on the modeled scenarios and results are provided below.

Scenario 1 – HB 2007 Bill and Vehicle Electrification
Scenario 1a focused on the potential impacts of the reduction of diesel PM
emissions consistent with the implementation of House Bill 2007 (HB2007).
HB2007 was passed by the Oregon Legislature in 2019 which provides a
framework for phasing out older (i.e., pre-2010 manufacture date) diesel engines
from heavy- and medium-duty trucks in the Portland completely by the 2030
(Kotek et al., 2019). Three additional scenarios (1b [20% electrification], 1c [40%
electrification], 1d [80% electrification]) were included which assessed the impact
of progressive electrification of medium- and heavy-duty trucks that were
complaint with HB2007. As HB2007 is specific to medium- and heavy-duty
trucks, all ORM source categories (“Hot”, “Warm”, “Cold”, “Ring”, “TAZ”) in this
study were included for this scenario.
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To assess emissions reduction of diesel PM from the implementation of HB2007,
county engine inventory and elemental carbon (EC) emission rates from the
MOVES model were used. Using EPA default settings from the MOVES model,
annual EC emissions for each year between 2020 and 2030 were modeled and
broken down by engine manufacture year. By comparing the reduction in EC
emissions per engine manufacture year throughout the 10 year period, a
reduction factor was able to be developed which identified the total expected
decrease in EC emissions if all diesel engines in medium- and heavy-duty trucks
were phased out by 2030. This process was duplicated for each county in the
modeling domain. Emissions reductions were assigned to each modeled source
based on the county they were located in. For example, the sources for the ORM
“Hot” category are mostly located inside Multnomah County. Accordingly, diesel
PM emissions were reduced based on the reduction factor prepared for
Multnomah County. This process was repeated for all source categories.
Upon completion of scenario 1a, scenarios 1b through 1d were evaluated by
proportionally reducing emissions estimated from scenario 1a by three
progressive amounts. At the request of DEQ, each of 20%, 40% and 80%
medium- and heavy-duty truck electrification was assessed. The total cumulative
reduction in diesel PM emissions in the modeling domain for scenarios 1a
through 1d are presented in Table 17. The results of this scenario are presented in
the following section.
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Table 17: Total ORM Diesel PM emissions reduction resulting from HB2007 and progressive
electrification. Note emissions are in tons per year.
Scenario
Annual
Emissions

Baseline

HB2007 (1a)

20% Elect. (1b)

40% Elect. (1c)

80% Elect. (1d)

81.7

25.3

23.3

21.2

17.3

Scenario 2 – Incorporation of Tier 4 Engines for Construction Equipment
The focus of scenario two was assessing the impact of switching diesel engines
used in construction equipment to be Tier 4 would have. Specifically, what would
be the impact on diesel PM emissions if all diesel-fired engines used for
construction equipment in the Portland metropolitan area were required to meet
Tier 4 emission standards for PM and non-methane hydrocarbons (NMHC). As
identified above, emissions from construction equipment in the modeling domain
were estimated using the MOVES model. Emissions were modeled for the
modeling domain using the EPA default equipment inventory and activity rates
for each county. Using the MOVES model, construction equipment diesel PM
emissions were modeled for each county in the modeling domain assuming that
all equipment used a tier 4 engine. Emissions allocations were assumed to be the
same as the baseline scenario. Annual diesel PM emissions for the baseline and
“Tier 4” scenarios are presented in Table 18.
Table 18: Annual diesel PM emissions from construction equipment.
Note emission rates are in tons per year.
Baseline Scenario

“Tier 4” Scenario

162.9

32.6

The model results of this scenario are presented in the following section.
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Scenario 3 – Electrification of Commercial Marine Hoteling Power
As described above, diesel PM emissions from three separate stages of the
commercial marine process were estimated and modeled within the commercial
marine source category: vessel transit along the Columbia and Willamette Rivers,
barging along the Columbia and Willamette rivers, and hoteling at the major
commercial ports in Portland and Vancouver. Scenario three focused on the
potential impact of electrification of shore power while commercial marine
vessels are hoteling at major ports along the Willamette and Columbia Rivers in
the modeling domain. The underlying assumption with this scenario is that 100%
of all power needed for shore power will come from electricity. Thus, all diesel
PM emissions from this particular process will be removed. As a result, this
scenario was able to be assessed by simply removing the hoteling faction of
emissions from the source category and rerunning the dispersion model. Total
annual diesel PM emissions from the commercial marine vessel category with
and without electrification of shore power are presented in Table 19.
Table 19: diesel pm emissions comparison of commercial marine vessel source category with and
without shore power electrification. Note: emissions are in tons per year.
Without Electrification

With Electrification

7.2

5.1

3. Results and Discussion
Validation of Results
Using the QA/QC methods identified in section 2, the model results were
rigorously reviewed to verify the validity of the results.
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As discussed in Section 2, modeled concentrations were compared against
ambient monitored concentrations of BC and are presented in Table 20.
Table 20: Modeled concentrations vs ambient monitored concentrations. Note: Concentrations
are in µg/m3.

Monitor
ID

Location

Monitored
Concentration

Modeled
Concentration

2019

2020

PATS20

PSU

SEL

SE Lafayette

n/a

0.32

0.51

0.38

TUA

Tualatin – I5

0.89

0.86

1.85

2.41

HUM

Humboldt School

0.56

0.52

0.82

0.50

CUL

Cully Helensview

0.69

0.57

1.41

0.62

PSU_CUL

Cully21

n/a

0.69

1.41

0.60

PSU_JAD

Jade22

n/a

0.34

0.43

0.34

As shown in Table 22, modeled concentrations of diesel PM at the selected
receptors are generally similar to the monitored concentration from each station.
Perhaps more important, however, is the modeled concentrations from this study
were closer to the monitored concentrations than in the PATS study. These
results were not ubiquitous, however, as the modeled concentration for the
Tualatin – I5 receptor was considerably higher than the monitored
concentration.
This result could be possibly explained by the close proximity of the monitor (and
therefore receptor) to a major arterial (Interstate 5). As this receptor is located

Because these receptors were not in 2017 PATS model, represents concentration at closest
receptor to location of monitor.
21 Represents period between 11/1/2019 and 3/27/2020.
22 Represents period between 3/28/2020 and 8/7/2020 (during COVID-19 pandemic shutdown).
20
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directly adjacent to Interstate 5, it falls within the area of influence of one of the
volume sources included within the model to characterize the ORM Hot source
category. During prolonged periods of near calm wind speeds, plume transport
from this source would be non-existent and therefore could “pool” or build up
directly around the source, thus exponentially increasing the modeled
concentration at that receptor. In practice, however, the complexity of the
exhaust release from vehicles travelling near the monitor, and the micrometeorology associated with numerous moving vehicles would result in some
movement of the plume.
Overestimation of modeled concentrations during low-wind speeds are a wellknown problem with atmospheric dispersion modeling and is not unique to the
CALPUFF model (USEPA, 1995). Typically, receptors are not placed within the
area of influence of volume sources due in part to this very reason. However,
model validation for this study required that the receptor be placed in the
location of the monitor.
It’s important to note that while the modeled concentration at this receptor was
significantly overestimated, it does account for the elevated concentrations
identified in the monitored data. The Tualatin I-5 monitor had the highest annual
monitored concentrations of BC between all of the monitors in the Portland
metropolitan area, as identified in Table 20, below. The highest modeled
concentration between the receptors placed at monitoring locations occurred at
the Tualatin I-5 receptor.
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Results
Modeled concentrations of diesel PM from all source categories included with
this study are presented in Figure 15. The modeled concentrations of diesel PM
from the PATS study are presented in Figure 16, while the difference in modeled
concentrations between the PATS study and this study is presented in Figure 17.
A descriptive statistical summary of the modeled concentrations for each of the
two studies is provided in Table 21.
A reduction in higher concentrations throughout the Portland city proper is
immediately evident based on a visual inspection of Figure 16. Specifically,
southeast Portland and extreme east Portland display a significant reduction in
modeled concentrations. Further, the location of the highest modeled
concentrations in the PATS model, west of the I 205 corridor, are dramatically
reduced, as shown in Figure 15. While relatively high concentrations continue to
persist along I 205, the area to the west sees a marked improvement in modeled
concentrations.
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Figure 15: Isopleths depicting modeled concentrations for the 2017 pats study. Modeled
concentrations are Representative of all sources.

Figure 16: Isopleths depicting modeled concentrations for the 2020 PSU study. Modeled
concentrations are Representative of all sources.
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Figure 17: Isopleths depicting the difference between modeled concentrations for the 2020 PSU
study and the 2017 PATS study. Represents difference between modeled concentrations of all
sources.

Another observation between the two figures is the significant reduction in
footprint of modeled concentrations exceeding the RBC. The diesel PM RBC (0.1
ug/m3) is identified Figures 15 and 16 with a bold, red line. In the PATS study, the
footprint of this threshold is essentially the entire model domain, while in the
PSU study, the footprint is much smaller. Figure 17 presents analysis of the
change in modeled concentrations throughout the domain. As shown in Figure
17, the reduction in modeled concentrations west of the I 205 corridor and
extreme eastern Portland is clearly identifiable. In both these areas,
concentrations between the PATS study and the PSU study decreased by over 2
ug/m3, or 20 times the RBC.
Generally, these changes are observable in the descriptive statistical analysis
performed for each source category. For both the PATS and PSU studies, the
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highest first 1 (H1H) modeled concentration, 98th percentile (P98), mean (µ), and
a count of the total number of receptors that had modeled concentrations which
exceeded the diesel PM RBC (“REC”) are shown in Table 21. Generally, each
metric in Table 21 shows a decline in modeled concentrations for all source
categories. However, the lower concentrations are not a homogenous trend, as
evident in Figure 17. Modeled concentrations immediately around the source are
higher compared to the PATS study. These results would appear to present two
potential solutions: 1) The new meteorology used for this study is less conducive
for atmospheric dispersion, thus reducing plume transport or 2) the higher
spatial resolution of the meteorological is capturing higher concentrations
immediately around the source.
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Table 21: Statistical Summary of modeled concentrations between the two studies. Note: Green
shaded values represent the 2017 PATS study while yellow shaded values represent the 2021 PSU
study. REC identifies the total number of modeled receptors with concentrations greater than the
RBC.
Source
Category
Railyard
Rail: Hot
Links
Rail: Cold
Links
Marine: Rec
Marine:
Com
ORM: Hot
ORM:
Warm
ORM: Cold

H1H

P98

µ

REC

2.056

0.080

0.013

37

0.357

0.014

0.002

6

1.582

0.217

0.029

131

0.586

0.068

0.010

29

0.137

0.033

0.006

1

0.059

0.011

0.002

0

0.041

0.004

0.001

0

0.015

0.002

0.0002

0

0.598

0.107

0.018

51

0.214

0.025

0.003

1

0.769

0.242

0.030

157

2.508

0.202

0.031

133

0.328

0.155

0.018

100

0.039

0.009

0.001

0

0.341

0.183

0.051

295

0.137

0.069

0.020

8

Source
Category
ORM: Ring

ORM: TAZ
Lawn &
Garden
NRM: Other

NRM: Area

Construction

Airport
Truck
Distribution
Center

H1H

P98

µ

REC

0.051

0.019

0.002

0

0.038

0.007

0.001

0

0.072

0.014

0.003

0

0.036

0.007

0.001

0

0.288

0.175

0.027

144

0.091

0.052

0.011

0

1.364

0.538

0.117

887

0.518

0.209

0.044

237

0.842

0.214

0.039

196

0.642

0.113

0.025

65

1.801

1.132

0.271

1515

0.634

0.267

0.077

763

1.564

0.063

0.011

32

1.125

0.011

0.003

13

--

--

--

--

0.387

0.028

0.004

10

Additional Analysis
For this study, particular attention was paid to two specific neighborhoods in the
Portland metropolitan area – The Cully and Jade districts. These neighborhoods
were of considerable interest as a result of them both having the high
vulnerability scores based on graduate work performed by Kirsten Sarle of the
PSU Sustainable Atmospheres Research (STAR) lab. Using scaled vulnerability
mapping, nitrogen dioxide modeling, and socio-economic metrics, various
neighborhoods in the Portland metropolitan area were evaluated (Sarle, 2021).
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Both the Cully and Jade districts scored the highest (i.e., most vulnerable) among
the neighborhoods in the Portland metro (Makido et al., 2019). The location of
each neighborhood is presented in Figure 18.

Figure 18: Location of Jade district (blue) and Cully district (orange) as compared to other
neighborhoods in the Portland metropolitan area.

Modeled concentrations of diesel PM were reviewed in an effort to understand
the magnitude of risk and which sources were most contributing to poor air
quality in both of these neighborhoods. The total modeled concentration at each
location are shown in Table 22, while the results of a source contribution analysis
are presented in Figure 19.
Table 22: Modeled concentrations at the Jade and Cully districts.
Location

Cully District

Jade District

Modeled
Concentration

0.60

0.34
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As identified in Table 22, the modeled concentrations at both locations exceed
the RBC – the Jade district at 3.4 times the RBC, and the Cully district at 6 times
the RBC. The results of the source contribution analysis for these locations,
identifies modeled concentrations from construction equipment are the
overwhelming main contributor at the Jade district. This result makes sense as
the areas around the Jade district are experiencing among the highest growth
rates in the Portland metropolitan area. These results also suggest that
concentrations of diesel PM in the Jade neighborhood are largely influenced by
commercial property development and could be variable year-to-year based on
construction trends in the southeastern Portland metropolitan area.
The Cully district has a more diverse profile, with the major players, non-road
mobile and areas sources, construction equipment, on-road mobile, and rail
source categories combing to contribute over 90% of the total concentration. This
result also makes sense as Interstate 84, frequently traveled rail lines, and large
industrial parks all are located in or around the Cully district. Unlike the Jade
district, the significant contribution from multiple sources limits the potential for
air quality improvement based upon emissions reduction from a single source
category.
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Figure 19: Source contribution to receptors located in the jade and cully districts. Note: for figure
simplicity, the 16 source categories are distilled down to 9 condensed categories.

Emission Scenarios Results
This results of the three emissions reduction scenarios requested by the DEQ are
presented in this subsection.

Scenario 1 – HB 2007 and Vehicle Electrification
A visual interpretation of the model results of scenario 1a are presented in Figure
20. As shown in Figure 21 the implementation of HB2007 show a noticeable
impact in the distribution of diesel PM concentrations in the modeling domain,
Unsurprisingly, the greatest improvements occur around the major arterials
around the Portland metropolitan area.
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Figure 20: Isopleths derived from total ORM modeled concentrations for the baseline scenario
(top) and the 1a [HB2007] scenario (bottom).

Even with when modeled concentrations from all other sources are included, the
impacts remain noticeable. Specifically, the higher concentrations along I5 in the
downtown and southwest waterfront areas are reduced, as well as the footprint of
the modeling domain that exceeds the RBC is noticeably smaller.
Further, as shown in Figure 21, the impact of the additional electrification of 80%
of the compliant vehicles results in a greater reduction overall modeled
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concentrations of diesel PM. In this scenario, the only area with modeled
concentrations from ORM sources that exceed the RBC are along I5 west of Lake
Oswego.

Figure 21: Isopleths derived from total ORM modeled concentrations for the 1a [HB2007]
scenario (top) and the 1d [HB2007 plus 80% electrification] scenario (bottom).

Lastly, a comparison between the cumulative modeled concentrations of the
baseline scenario (“business as usual”) and scenario 1d are presented in Figure
22. As shown in Figure 22. The greatest impacts from scenario 1d are seen along
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Interstate 5 (downtown Portland and the southwest waterfront area), Interstate
84 (north Portland), and in the Hillsboro area.

Figure 22: Isopleths derived from total ORM modeled concentrations for the baseline scenario
(top) and the 1d [HB2007 plus 80% electrification] scenario (bottom).

Scenario 2 – Incorporation of Tier 4 Engines for Construction Equipment
The modeled impacts of scenario 2 are presented in Figure 23. As shown in
Figure 23, requiring tier 4 engines or equivalent emission controls significantly
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reduces the modeled concentration of diesel PM attributed to construction
equipment. A reduction in concentrations in ubiquitous across the entire
modeling area, with the greatest impacts seen in the western and southwest
Portland metropolitan area.

Figure 23: Isopleths derived from modeled concentrations of construction emissions for the
baseline scenario (top) and the tier 4 scenario (bottom).
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While compared to overall modeled concentrations across all source categories,
the impact is not immediately as noticeable. However, as shown in Figure 24, the
southwest waterfront and southeast metro do show an obvious decline in
modeled concentrations.

Figure 24: Isopleths derived from modeled concentrations from all sources for the baseline
scenario (top) and the construction tier 4 scenario (bottom).
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Scenario 3 – Electrification of Commercial Marin Hoteling Power
The modeled impacts of scenario three are presented in Figure 25. As shown in
Figure 25, three is a significant reduction in modeled concentrations in the
northwest industrial area of the Portland metro. In addition, modeled
concentrations in the Willamette River along the northern downtown area are
reduced significantly.

Figure 25: Isopleths derived from modeled concentrations of marine commercial emissions for
the baseline scenario (top) and the electrification of shore power scenario (bottom).
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Discussion
In addition to the overall exposure of local populations to diesel PM which are
described above, there are several key take-a-ways that are evident as a result of
this study.
The Enhancements to the Framework Improve Model Accuracy. As
discussed in the introduction of this paper, the goal of this study was to enhance
the framework of the PATS models to improve the accuracy of the modeling and
better the understanding of where which communities are most affected by diesel
PM. More specifically, the hypothesis was that the modeled concentrations in this
study would more align with monitored concentrations. As shown in the
validation section above, the modeled concentrations from this study are
considerably closer to the monitored concentrations of BC as compared to a
similar comparison between for the PATS study. As a result, it can be stated that
the primary goal of this study was achieved.
Dispersion of diesel PM is less significant than previously modeled.
As discussed in Section 4 and identified in Figure 15, the results of the dispersion
modeling indicated that concentrations were higher around each source. This was
determined to be solely responsible from the updated meteorological dataset. If
these results are to be believed, this suggests that plume transport is not as
prevalent as originally modeled. The increased emphasis in localization of diesel
PM concentrations around the sources would align with other studies indicating
that populations most vulnerable to diesel PM exposure are those living directly
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around them. This would also indicate that the exposure to these populations is
far greater than originally thought.
Construction equipment continues to be a big player. Construction
equipment were identified this study as being a significant source of diesel PM in
the Portland metropolitan area. As shown in Figure 23, modeled concentrations
of diesel PM resulting from construction are ubiquitous throughout the modeling
domain, with a significant portion of the receptors showing a modeled
concentration that exceeds the RBC. One change identified between this study
and the PATS study is that the area of maximum impact shifts from the western
suburbs to the eastern area. The inclusion of construction permit data improved
the spatiality of the modeled construction equipment in the model and provides a
clearer understanding of where the greatest exposure of diesel PM from
construction equipment can occur during a given year.
Additionally, as shown in the modeled scenario two, regulation requiring tier 4
engines or equivalent emission controls would make a significant impact on the
reduction of diesel PM emissions from construction equipment. As a result of the
continued growth of Portland and boom in commercial and industrial buildings,
construction occurs widely throughout the city. As stated in Section one, diesel
PM is typically a localized problem, but in the case of emissions from
construction equipment, the problem is city-wide.
Freight distribution centers have an appreciable impact, particularly
in the north Portland area. Model results indicated that much of the
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northern side of the Portland metropolitan area, as well as the I5 corridor
through downtown have noticeable air quality impacts from the truck
distribution centers. Unsurprisingly, both of these areas have a higher density of
freight distribution centers. As shown in Figure 26, modeled concentrations of
diesel PM exceeded the RBC in multiple areas in north and northeast Portland.
Surprisingly, modeled concentrations of diesel PM in southwest Portland area
along interstate 5 were over three times the RBC in an area with a large collection
of truck distribution centers.

Figure 26: Isopleths derived from modeled concentrations of truck distribution centers.

Diesel PM is not just a “Portland problem” with towns/cities outside
of the city proper experiencing concentrations above the RBC. Portland
proper is the focal point of this study and for good reason, most of the highest
modeled concentrations are located in or immediately adjacent to the city limits.
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However, as shown in Figure 27, modeled concentrations of diesel PM exceeded
the RBC considerable distances outside the urban growth boundary. In some
cases, significantly further outside the Portland urban growth boundary.

Figure 27: Comparison between overlap of urban growth boundaries (OR) and city limits (WA)
and areas where the modeled annual concentration of diesel PM exceeded the RBC.

Further, rural towns such as Newberg, North Plains, Canby, and Sandy, all were
shown to have modeled concentrations that exceeded the RBC. The total
percentage of area in each urban growth boundary within the modeling domain
where the RBC was exceeded is presented in Table 23.
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Table 23: percentage of total area of each urban growth boundary that exceeds the diesel PM RBC

Urban Growth Boundary/City
Limit

Area Exceeding RBC
(%)

PDX Metro

97.1

North Plains

99.9

Sandy

59.3

Newberg

83.6

Canby

100

Barlow

100

Estacada

67.3

Vancouver (WA)

100

Camas (WA)

93.3

Washougal (WA)

86.3

Battle Ground (WA)

78.7

Ridgefield (WA)

14.3

4. Conclusion and Recommendations
Based on the results of the model validation, the goal of this study, to improve the
overall accuracy of modeling diesel PM using the CALPUFF model, was
successful. The update to the meteorology, emissions updates for select sources,
and inclusion of the new source category enhances the model configuration used
for the PATA and PATS studies and provides a basis for future diesel PM
modeling efforts.
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In addition to the enhancements made for this study, there are several
recommendations identified that could be used for future modeling efforts which
could further improve upon the robustness of the PATS dispersion modeling
effort:
Emissions of diesel PM for all source categories could be updated to
reflect more current estimates. As a result of the limited time available for
this study, emissions estimates were only able to be updated for several source
categories from the PATS study. While estimated emissions of diesel PM
prepared for the PATS study are representative of the 2017 calendar year, as the
study was conducted in 2010, they are estimates based on projected activity rates.
For future dispersion modeling efforts, updating the activity rates, equipment
inventory, and fleet information for the most recent calendar year would result in
concentrations more representative of current conditions. Further, with
advancements in diesel-engine particulate control technologies and more
stringent environmental regulations, updating emissions estimates to reflect
these changes will provide a sounder understanding of the impacts these sources
have on diesel PM and air quality in the Portland metropolitan area.
Update discrete receptor locations to align with current census data.
For the PATA study, discrete receptors were placed in the geographic centers of
the year 2000 census block groups. Then for the PATS study, discrete receptors
were added to areas with less population density that weren’t well represented in
the census blocks. (DEQ, 2012) Since the 2000 census, Portland has experienced
an almost unprecedented growth with the total metro population increasing by
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almost 20% between 2000 and 2020. (Macrotrends, 2022) Additionally,
population densities have changed around Portland such that areas that were
once farmland are now high density hubs. As a result, it is imperative to update
the discrete receptor grid to confirm with more current population dynamics in
the Portland metropolitan area.
Use actual construction permits data for allocating emissions outside
the Portland metropolitan area. As described in Section 2, diesel PM
emissions were allocated differently within Portland metropolitan area and in all
other locations. Commercial and residential building construction permit data
were used to enhance the location and magnitude of sources of diesel PM in the
city of Portland. These data offer a snapshot of where the highest likelihood of
exposure to diesel PM is occurring from construction equipment during any
given year. At the time of this report, a similar database was not available for
construction permits outside of the city of Portland. The development of a
database for those areas outside the city limits would allow for improved
granularity of diesel PM emissions from construction equipment for future
dispersion modeling efforts.
Reduce size of all gridded area sources in PDX-metro to 750m (if not
smaller) As identified in Section 2, three sizes of gridded area sources based on
population density were developed and used to model many of the sources
categories. This method allowed for greater granularity in the highest density
regions to assess potential exposure from the pollutants modeled for both the
PATA and PATS studies. At the time these studies were conducted (2005, 2010)
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this scheme made sense as computing power was more difficult to obtain and
attempting to execute these models using finer grides would have made computer
run time infeasible. Advances in computing power and resources since then (e.g.,
PSU HPC Cluster computing) would allow for the implementation of a 750 m grid
to extend over the entire Portland metro area. Further, with additional
penalization schemes for running CALPUFF, even finer grid resolutions could be
achieved for further dispersion modeling efforts. The higher resolution gridded
area sources could provide an even more robust understanding of how
populations in the Portland metropolitan area are exposed to diesel PM.
By incorporating one or more of these recommendations into future modeling
efforts, further improvement on the original work conducted by the DEQ can be
achieved.
Incorporate emergency diesel-fired generators into the next
generation of PATS modeling. As identified throughout this report, the
PATA and PATS studies incorporated a robust range of sources of diesel PM from
the Portland area into the dispersion model. With the inclusion of trucking
distribution centers in this study, essentially most sources of diesel combustion
are now incorporated into the study. However, one source that has not been
included up through this point is emergency diesel-fired generators. Emergency
diesel generators are inherently impactful to short-term air quality as the nature
of these equipment is to operate infrequently and only for short periods of time.
(i.e., emergencies) As this study only looked at annual modeled concentrations, it
would appear on the surface that the impacts from infrequent emergency diesel
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generator use would be minimal. While this would certainly be true for areas
where there are a few of these equipment, given the likely large quantity of
emergency diesel-fired generators used throughout the Portland metropolitan
area the impact could be much more substantial over a full calendar year.
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